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Dr Golding To Hold Important Meeting Thursday At 3 PM 
Dr. Drag® Golding has a n n o u n c e d a special 
university meeting. The meeting will lie held on 
Thursday, April 8 in Oelman Auditorium at 3 p.m. 
Among topics of discussion will Include the state of 
the university and the financial situation that will 
exist when the propo- ed budget l£ submitted for 
next year. Also the Increase In student fees will be 
discussed. 
Dr. Golding will give his evaluation on these 
pressing and urgent issues concerning the fate of 
Wright State. He will also answer questions in con-
nection with these problems. 
This meeting Is very Important so all students 
who are not sure of future university policy should 
try and attend this meeting. 
Wright Slate University Student Publication 
The 
Guardian 
VOLUME 7 ISSUE NO. 24 
"Wright Stock" Is No! Disorganized" Says Promoter 
"Wright Stock is not disorganized!" explained Mike 
Lain, Producer ct the second W r i g h t State Rock 
Festiv U. "In fact, It is one of the better planned 
functions I've been involved with," he continued. 
Wright Stock was explained at a briefing on Satur-
day, April 3 by Student Body President Doug Campbell 
and his Wright Stock Committee. They explained that 
everything was running smoothly. Name bands have 
been booked, security lias been paid for and most 
foreseen problems have been taken care of. 
The weekend festival will begin at lOo'c.'ock Friday 
morning, April 30 with a free concert for WSll students 
ending at 5 o'clock that evening. Friday evening 
will see such groups as the Day Breakers, Swlthold, 
Don Harrow, Balderdash and May Bard and Clem. The 
festival will start at 7 p.m. Friday evening. 
Saturday will feature: Big Orange, Stone Fox, 
Saboon Piggie, Bitter Blood Street Theatre, Klndrki 
Sprirt, Wesfauster, and Owen B. Mike lam explained 
that many of these groups Iiave cut records or are 
in the process of doing one. Owen B should have their 
newest' record out by the time of the festival, Lam 
explained, Wesfauster and Blood Street Theatre both 
have cut albums that will be released soon. I am 
went on to say that U.D. students think "Big O is 
the best thing since sex." 
Sunday's program will include God's Good Air, 
Haymarket Hiot, Whalefeathers, Sky Cobb, Johnny 
Slot and Naked Watermelon. Whaiefeathers is no"*' in 
th5 process of cutting their second L.P. and are 
considered one of the biggest groups in Europe. 
The activities will end May 2 at 8 p.m. 
Also during the weekend there will be arts and 
crafts displays. Food will be available on the grounds 
from local concessioners. Doug Campbell explained 
that food will be sold at a minimum price because 
overhead will be low due to student workers. Te:. 
percent of all profits will go to Student Government. 
Doug also discussed security measures for the 
large crowd he anticipates. At present they have 
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Big Orange To Appear At Wight Stock 
hired all the security men they feel they will need 
but more can be secured at anytime during the week-
end. Student marshalis on foot and horioback will 
also be used to patrol the grounds. 
When asked where the money made on W.ight St 'ck 
will go Doug quickly answered, "30 to 40 per cent 
will go for a f ree concert for WSU students after 
exams, some would go for a campus rescue unit, 
and drug e d u c a t i o n , another Dercentage to Dr. 
Abrams for Campus Development, money to financial 
Local Bengalis React 
To E. Pakistan Slaughter 
In response to recent outbreaks of fighting in East 
Pakistan and the deaths of thousands of persons at 
the hands of the West Pakistani Army, local mem-
bers of the Pakistan Association of the Greater Day-
ton nrea have split from that group to Join Ear* 
Pakistanis from Dayton and Cincinnati to form the 
Bengali Cultural Association. Dr. Amlnul Islam, 
Associate Professor of Anthropology at Wright State 
University, is President of the group, and Mr. Md. 
Zafarullah from the University of Cincinnati serves 
as Secretary. Dr. Islam will appear on WHIO tele-
vision Sunday, April 11, to discuss recent events. 
Although there are approximately 75 million peuple 
in East Pakistan, compared to 50 million in the Western 
section, the West bis d i s p r o p o r t i o n a t e l y more 
economic resources, electric power, educational fa-
cilities, and political power. The people of East 
Pakistan have protested this, and the West has 
retaliated. Fighting has been going on foi days in 
several East Pakistani cities, with Dacca the hardest 
hit. Over 10,000 people are rtported dead there and 
large sections have been destroyed. Eighty per cent 
of the Dacca University faculty are dead, as are 
hundreds of students who were burned to doath in 
t'.ieir dormitory beds. The United States Is reDor'.."y 
supplying M24 tanks, shells and ammunition to the 
West Pakistan's, while Indian Maoists are moving into 
the region to help the Bengalis of the East in the 
struggle. 
aid for scholarships and another portion to the book 
exchange." 
The Wright Stock Committee explained that pre-
sales have gone wull so far . Seven-hundred tickets 
were sold ai the first pre-sale. The second pre-
sale began Monday, April 5 with tickets priced at 
$3.50 for WSU students ami $4.00 for guests. Tickets 
at the gate will be $5.00 and $6.00. 
"This should bring the Wright State students closer 
together," commented Mike Lam, on the benefits of 
the concert. 
Teacher Corps To 
Interview On Campus 
A retire , intative from the Teacher Corps will be 
at the Placement Office on April 19th to interview 
students interested In learning more about their 
programs. The stated purpose of the Teacher Corps 
is to strengthen the educational opportunities avail-
able to children in areas having concentrations of 
low-income families ar.u to encourage colleges and 
universities to broaaen their programs ci teacher 
preparation. The Corps is made up of experienced 
teachars and college graduates who wish to become 
professionals In teaching children who have been 
missing out on education. Experienced teachers rep-
resent about 1/6 of the Corps—tliey serve as team 
leaders. Interns (college graduates regardless of 
degree) represent the bulk of the Corps. 
Visit the Placement Office soon and sign up for 
an interview. 
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TEOJVDM letter to the editor 
Opinion 
What does the Ohio Plan, the freeze on enrollment, 
and the fee Increase mean to me? Luckily, nothingl 
I will be long gone from these hallowed halls of 
learning before fee Increases or payback plans go 
Into effect. 
Possibly this gives me a more objective view-
point, from which to view this proposal and its im-
pact on WSU and its students. 
This instant university should have its enrollment 
frozen in order to consolidate some of this madness 
we call education around here, but should we be 
frozen after next year's people are hired and locked 
in. This should have been done AFTER some warning 
and some planning. 
Fee increases are absolute idiocy. This year I've 
skimped, scraped, and begged fur enough money to 
afford the luxury of higher education. And now with 
graduation, I'll find no |ob. How can the Governor 
expect students without degrees to go out into an 
economy where unemploymerit is widespread and 
make enough money to pay tuition at even high 
rates? 
I agree, students should bear a higher share of the 
ever increasing cost of higher education, but I'm 
not sure the Ohio Plan will accomplish this. Ninety-
six years is a long time to keep up with anybody. 
Especially someone who owes you money. 
Further I feel that equalizing the cost of private 
and Public Education will iot help Private institutions 
as much as it will hurt public. Those who could pay 
the tab to attend Wittenberg, U.I), etc will, those 
who could only afford Wright State won't be going 
to school. 
So next year while you poor underclassmen are 
paying more and getting less for it, take time out 
and come see me. I'll be demonstrating the advantages 
tliat come from higher education near the front of 
the Ohio Bureau of Unemployment line. The wisdom 
of Government is many faceted and at best obtuse. 
Pay Voir. Pay Later! 
BY JAN DAGL.EY 
.Assistant Editor 
Ami now, from the famous Jack Gilligan's Bar-
gain basement Savings and l oan Co., here's the 
latest easy-pay plan designed es|«eclally for all you 
!>um;.-or, college students. 
Yes, now you too can pay now and pay later to 
jttend a mediocre state college at higher prices than 
you'll find anywhere in the country I 
Some of your competitors offer you tuition raises, 
right? Others give you a clance to pay your debts 
on easy long range terms. But Jack Gilli^an offers 
you both! You pay increased tuition now, then after 
raduation you have up to *JC years to pay all you can 
: afford! 
We're offering you this special deal because it's 
/hat YOU THE STUDENTS liave demanded. You're 
gainst the capitalist money system, right? Well, 
we're giving you this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity 
to get rid of all tliat blood soaked money! Yessir, 
the friendly State of Ohio will take it off your luinds! 
And what's more, this special plan, the OHIO 
PLAN, Is not available to anyone but you. Even 
the great corporations will have no such oppor-
tunity to discard tluil excess cash. 
iSign up now Kids! lie POOR and PROUD tor the rest of your life! ^ I t ^ ^ t h ^ G i ^ a ^ o h l ^ G o i n g - o u t - ^ ^ i e i n e s ^ s a l e ! 
The GUARDIAN is published weekly by the students of 
Wright State University. The opinions expressed here-
in are those of the editorial b o a r d and do not 
necessarily reflect the attitudes or opinions of the 
faculty or administration. The GUARDIAN is a member 
of College Press Service and the National Educational 
Advertising Service. 
Editor Ann Bowers 
Managing Editor Scott Bowers 
Assistant Editor Jan Dagley 
News Editor harry Battson 
Feature Editor Dick Saylor 
Business Manager . . . . . Roberta Weisman 
Advertising Manager Gall White 
Sports Editor Harry Battson 
Photographer Merrill Anderson 
Cartoonist Len Fornalick 
Club News Editor Ron Paul 
Circulation Manager . . . George Armstrong 
Advisor Dr. Allan Spetter 
Contributors WSU Communications 
Staff . . . . Stu Nestor, Ellen 1'enswlck, and 
Terry Sheahy 
More On Abortion 
Two recent letters to the GUARDIAN have contained 
extensive but misdirected Information on abortion and 
abortion reform. They have been copied for the most 
part from an outprint by the so-called Ohio Right to 
Life Committee. 
Claims as to the clinical safety of a legal, super-
vised abortion to the mother are refutf.i in the letters 
by descriptions of the killing of the child—an es-
sentially irrelevant point. Statistics are brought out 
to show the rates of in-rease in later miscarriages, 
tubular pregnancies, etc. . as a result of legal 
abortions. If, perchance, they comp.—e favorably to 
the dangers of pregnancy, they certainly do not com-
pare favorably to the results of black-market, butcher 
abortions that rip-off women linanclally, psycholog-
ically, and physically. Their only argument pertain-
ing to this contradiction is lo claim tliat the cost of 
abortions once legalized skyrockets and at times 
increases the black market. To use this as an argu-
ment against legalization is a backwards rational-
ization tliat assumes the post-legalization rip-off 
to lie an inherent condition whose esistence some-
how justifies its acceptance. One lot g standing de-
mand of women's liberation is lor " ioth" free and 
legal abortions. A real understanding of ihe State's 
responsibility to the mother and her child would bear 
this out. Certainly, if the operation Is presently as 
dangerous as you claim, it becomes the responsibility 
of the physician to improve his method and to in-
form women of the dangers. 
To demand at any cost (save insanity, threat to 
life, or the shame of rape) the protection of the life 
of an unborn child, is not to demand only protection, 
but actual physical and psychological "support" from 
the mother. An unborn child lias no existence separate 
from its mother and her uterus. A mother should liave 
the right to decide whether or not shf can physically 
and psychologicall)' support this burden of life. Such 
decisions will be i. ide regardless of the legal status 
of abortion—and such abortions will be carried on. 
The prevention of adequate care and facilities for 
women in this position Is the central act of cruelty 
tliat anti-abortionlsts rationalize so well. 
The letters present a distorted view of the relation 
of mother and child by making claims as to the rights 
of the fetus separate from the rights of she mother. 
Many proponents of this jv.sition bring up the legal 
rights of i fetus—almost - 'all" of these pertain to 
property rights (natural in a capitalist system) which 
are not passed out of respect to the child, but rather 
to protect the interests of the rich by sustaining their 
position through Inheritances, These mantes would be 
quickly taken away from a child follow in,; any radical-
ly errant social behavior on his part. These anti-
abortionists quote federal judges who say the State 
Is supposedly interested lit ''safeguardim " Ihe un-
born child's right to life from conception on. These 
same judges liave no objection to a forced post-natal 
abortion, accomplished for the t>enefit of the -Stale 
Instead, by means of the draf t . The fetus is so deeply 
respected by this society tliat they are not even 
accorded burial rights. 
I will not argue the point tliat life begins at con-
ception for a fetus—such arguments are usually 
meaningless rationalizations proposed to salve con-
science. Abortion is killing and 1 am opposed to it 
from a pacifist position. However, my opposition, in 
the face of current laws, is not just irrelevant—if 
I refuse women the option t; Is oppressive. I would 
find it turd to morally agree with a loved one's need 
for an abortion; but it would be harder and much more 
unjustifiable for me to refuse my moral, physic.il 
and psychological support to a woman in tliat position. 
If you call tliat "bleeding heart," you fall to under-
stand that real tolerance calls for active support. 
Regardless of "my" opinion—and I must say, yours 
—one cannot be justified in imposing his morality on 
another. Laws, and the implicit support of laws, 
that do this are acts against basic freedoms in-
alienable to man and woman. Anti-abortion laws are 
repressive, unconstitutional, deeply Immoral, and 
sexist. I find it more than significant that the letters 
written to the GUARDIAN about this were both writ-
ten and signed by men whose part in the burden and 
pain of child-bearing is often no mors than the in-
sertion of their genitals Into a pleasurable pocket. 
I hope the decision of abortion will be made con-
sciously and conscientiously by women, without ra -
tionalization or lack of concern; but I know that this 
is no more legislatable than the current backward 
laws. 
John Judge 
Groat Decisions, Or . . . 
BY TERRY SHEEHY 
The "Great Decisions" program of April 5 was 
more in the way of a "Great Depiction." Student 
apathy has echoed until it is beyond being trite, 
but this reporter was actually embarrassed for our 
now infamous student body. 
The attendance figures for this program will soon 
be Incorporated into Ripley's Believe It or Not. Total 
attendance was NINE. This includes the speaker, Mr. 
Slg Goodman from the American Friends Service 
Committee, two middle-aged housewives, who heard 
about the program through the American Friends 
and TWO (2) students! There were other events oc-
curring, at the same tir. e, but were there 10,000 
students at the ballet In Oelmah or at the WSU base-
ball game? 
The discussion featuring Mr. Goodman was held 
in Room 203 of Millett Hall. The condition of the room 
could be discerned from the comment of one of the 
housewives in attendance when she stated she "couldn't 
believe students could be so messy." The room was 
not disheveled, it was destroyed! To the right just 
inside the door was a spilled cup of coffee that had 
obviously been drying for a few days. Two or three 
crumpled coke cups 1-y on the floor, and strategical-
ly placed around tnc room were no less than 39 
(actual count) cigvaetts l»:Ks on a fine gray carpet 
of ashes and dust. 
This my friends, is Wright State in one of its 
many shilling hours of glory! 
Spring • - It's Here! 
BY DICK SAYLOR 
I t . Calley receives an unjust verdict: Laos is 
Invaded by South Vietnams troops: Thousands are 
jobless because of the defeated SST. These rather 
depressing news items liave beei: abundant on radio, 
TV and newspapers. News a bit more relevant to 
WSU students are: Increased tuition fees next Sep-
tember: The din prospects of fli.ding summer jobs: 
and continuing rising cost of text books. Things 
appear to be tad but if one took a close look around 
Wright State Campus he might be in for an unex-
pected surprise. A subtle shade of green Is start-
ing to spread across the once Darren soccer field. 
Or how about those nake^ rees that line the parking 
lot and both entrances ai WSU, they seem almost 
ready to explode with life. What is liappening? Spring 
is here!!! 
A poet here at WSU put it this way: 
Spring breaks 
And snowmen melt again 
And run down the sudden muddy hill. 
And there are rivers 
Of snowmen. 
(Morning sun In an April snowstorm) 
Where lias spring gone 
This y e a r -
Has it followed you 
On your endless journey? 
Or have you 
Followed spring 
So far away from me? 
It seems as though 
I'll never be able 
To sl-.sd my winter cloak 
And live oi:ce more. 
PHILOSOPHY: 
Love It Or Leave It 
A few "philosophers" of Wright State ventured into 
the outer world this past Saturday, April 3, via an 
excursion to the Oh'.i) Philosophical Association's 
annual meeting at Ohio Northern University. The 
excursion was led by Dr. Hough and Mr. Beellck, 
followed in the back of the bus by eight student 
phllosoci.Trs. 
Dr. l.eavltt presented a paper entitled "Proper 
Names Considered as a Complete Description. 
UNIVERSITY CENTER CQPNER 
Needed: Student Input - -
Watch for Questionnaire concerning 
the Rathskellar. 
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Look Who Is Back! 
At Thp niamnnrl Hhihi 
WSU Kin" Is Unique 
The Wright State University ring by John Roberts 
Is unique and distinctive among university class 
rings. It's design was carefully selected by a student-
faculty committee working with representatives of the 
official ring manufacturer. 
The basic design Is cushion-shaped with "Wright 
State University" cut out of the plain top. Bruce 
Rotte, John Roberts' representative, says the typical 
college or university ring Is oval-shaped and the school 
name raised above the ring surface. 
Four students (two men and two women) and three 
faculty members working as a committee with the 
John Roberts' representatives selected the design 
In 1968, meeting frequently from January to May. 
From the outset the committee members were deter-
mined about one thing, that the design be distinctive 
and readily identified with Wright State University. 
The left side of the ring displays the student's 
degree and the official seal of the University. The 
founding date of 1967 appears below, following the 
contour of the letter "W». The "W" represents 
the roof of the University Center and Is the first 
Initial of Wright State University. The letters «S" 
and "V" complete the monogram. 
The right side of the ring portrays the student's 
graduating class and a design symbolic of the Univer-
sity. Central to the design Is the tower standing at 
the entrance on Colonel Glenn Highway. In the back-
ground, two square figures reflect the original archi-
tecture on campus, somewhat plain, primarily with 
right angles, as seen In Allyn Hall, the original 
building. The "WSU" monogram is repeated as on 
the opposite side of the ring. 
Address letters to Dr. Arnold Werner, Box 974, 
East Lansing, Michigan 48823. C1970 College 
Press Service 
QUESTION: We have been married for seven 
months. My husband Is always ready to have inter-
course. I enjoy it but do not want it as often as he. 
I have never had an orgasm w hile we are iiavlng 
Intercourse. Sometimes I have a clltoral orgasm 
when I am on top of him, but he does not help me. 
I make my husband think that I do have orgasms 
because it makes him happy, Ever since I was a 
little girl, I have produced clltoral orgasms myself. 
Could this prevent me from having orgaims during 
Intercourse? 
ANSWER: Supposedly, one of the distinguishing 
characteristics of human beings is that they profit 
from the experiences of other people. While knowl-
edge may be advanced In some scientific fields In 
this manner, when it comes to marriage, many 
couples are faced with a do -it-yourself project 
with no instructions and with little benefit from 
the experience of millions who have done it them-
selves before. 
Many happily married people could tell you (If 
they were willing to be candid) thai adjustments 
In sexual activity are rather common throughout 
marriage, but especially during the first year or 
two. Sexual Intercourse often occurs with a much 
greater frequency during the first year of marriage 
than it does subsequently. It is quite common for 
the man to be more readily aroused sexually and to 
desire intercourse more often than his wife. Many 
women experience an Increased desire for sexual 
activity as marriage progresses. The Inability to 
understand each other's needs early In marriage 
can result in the man's sexual interest flagging at 
the time his wife's interest is Increasing. 
An orgasm is a complex neurologic occurrence 
with an emotional component as well as widespread 
sensory and motor manifestations. It is not located 
solely in the clitoris or vagina or any other anatomic 
part, male or female. It is r. sexual happening, if 
anything, producing orgasms yourself (masturbation) 
should enliance the possibility of having orgasm 
during Intercourse unless there are other things 
hanging you up. You and your husband probably 
could both benefit from some further Information 
about sex and sexual technique. 
Making your husband think that you ,i:e having 
an orgasm when you are not may make him happy, 
which may make you happy, but It's not the same 
thing as being able to be open with each other. 
Two inexpensive paperbacks you may both enjoy 
looking at are "Sexual Expression In Marriage" 
by Donald W. Hastings, M. D., published by Bantum 
and "Analysis of Human Sexual Res lonse" by 
Brecher and Brecher, a Signet paperback. 
D a y t o n C o l l e g e 
B o o k s t o r e 
114 West 5th St 
FREE PARKING 
Draft Beer - Friday 
IF ree Draft Beer & Cokes 
WAYNE 
COCHRAN 
Apr i l 10 
iday Sat 
QUESTION; I have heard that aspirin is harmful 
to the stomach. Is It true that the acid in it eats 
away at the stomach wall? 
ANSWER: Believe It or not, yes. In the acid en-
vironment of the stomach, aspirin is a potent i r r i -
tant to the lining of the stomach. Granules that 
remain in contact with the stomach wall can c:nise 
bleeding. Obviously, the harsh effects of aspirin 
are minimal for most people as aspirin is consumed 
often. However, some people ar<> more vulnerable 
to the irritant effects than other®. Pec^ie vu-.able 
to tike aspirin due to its Inflammatory properties, 
or be ;auae of allergies, should receive alternative 
pain killing medicine from a physician. 
The best way of reducing the distressful effects 
of aspirin Is to take It with food or plenty of fluids 
so that it dissolves quickly and does not lodge in 
the stomach. Buffered aspirin is probably just as 
irritating as the nonbuffered kind and much more 
expensive. The enteric coated varieties (they have 
a hard coating so they dissolve in the intestine 
rather than in the stomach) are to be avoided. Often 
they are excreted in the same shape that they were 
Injested. There have also been reported case* of 
coated aspirin causing perforation of the small 
Intestine. Incidentally, the nausea and vomiting caused 
by aspirin is usually due to the direct effect of the 
aspirin on the brain. It Is often a sign ot using too 
much. 
t*x-xvxxx-xxx-x-x-xx-xvxwx-xc*x«-x-x*x''x-x-xvx<-x-x-x-xv:4|j 
I Broke? Want A Class 
Ring? Trade-in Your 
High School Ring 
Man's Style $7.50 Credit 




Apr i l 15th 
Trade-in good on ring day only! Bring 
your High School ring to John Roberts 
representative on W.S.lu Official Ring 
Day. In the lobby, University Center, 
10 AM - 3 PM, Thursday, April 15, 1971 
W r i g h f S l S l f i * mmtstmrnsmmm 
University Bookstore 
O Y S T R E E T D A Y T O N . O H I O 2 2 3 - 4 8 4 1 Lower Level, University Center 
*<5x<->:^-SS^»Wv:-x-:wxwxv:\vx<-:-:-x-»x->x-:-:v:-:wx 
the doctor 's bap 
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Stolen Memos Expose FBI Activities 
BY STU NESTOR 
"All Black Student Unions and similar organl- The following memo is In Its full content. The 
ziitlons not before under observations are to be so document deals with informants. The abbreviations 
immediately," is a portion of a FBI memo titled; SI and PSI have been suggested by the Washington 
"FBI Director, New Left Notes, Racial Matters" Post to be Student Informant and Paid Student In-
and dated November 1970, Philadelphia, Pa. The formant respactlvely; however, the Justice Depart-
memo was one of 14 broadcast over WBCN-FM ment has not confirmed this. 
Boston last week. The 14 memos were part of the " A d d i t i o n One. New Left Notes. Philadelphia 
reported 750 stolen out of the Philadelphia offices 9/16/70. This newsletter will be produced at irregular 
at the FBI by Resistance, an underground orgnnlza- intervals as reeded to keep those individuals dealing 
tion operating out of Cambridge, Mass. the New Left problems up to date in an informal 
The documents were released by Resistance to way. >'• Is not a serial and is considered an informal 
show the public the depth and efficiency of the FBI's routing slip. Thus it should be given the security 
Intelligence gathering tentacles into American so- of a bureau serial, classified confidential, but it may 
ciety. The FBI claims the memos were taken out of be destroyed when its purpose has been served, 
context. "The New Left Conference at SOG 9/10—11/10 
The memo titled "Racial Matters," went on fur- produced some comments. In disseminating reports 
ther to say that "these organizations will be under for ths SI it is preferable to designate and <iissemi-
discreet surveilance, should disclose the key ac- nate immediately. And put the FD 375, the back 
twists and organizers" ami the importance of find- slip, to Secret Service on the second bureau copy, 
ing the background of these key individuals. A list "There was a general consensus that more Inter-
of all Black Student Unions is also to be complied, views with these subjects are In order for plenty 
"To Improve this source coverage, prior inquiry of reasons. Chief of which are: by Interviewing them 
or investigation of groups or an Individual is no it will enhance the paranoia endemic in these circles 
bar to current Inquiries. And Inquiries should not be and will further to get the point across that there is 
postponed iLitil submission due 12/4/70. Initiate in- a FBI agent tohind every mail box. In addition, some 
quirles immediately. " people will be overcome by the overwhelmlngperson-
"I cannot over emphasize the Importance of thor- alitles of the contacting agent and will volunteer 
ough, expeditious and discreet handling of these cases, to tell all, perhaps even on a continuing basis. 
The violence, destruction, confrontations and dls- "The Director of the FBI has OK'd PSI's and Si's 
rupturns on campuses make it mandatory that we ages 18-21. We have been blocked from this group 
utilize to its full capacity our intelligence gathering tn the past. I,et us take advantage of this opportunity 
capabilities. now» 
The above Instructions supersede instructions in " I n Payments to the Informants, 1/ the total of 
bureau letters to all offices 1/31/60." services and expenses are less than $300 in a lump 
Of the other documents received by WBCN-FM, s u m Payment o r ,<er m o n t h a r e handled within divl-
one entailed the surveillance of a professor at a s l o n F l v e « , f the lump sum payment or authorization 
Philadelphia area college where agents suspected $300 or more It must be approved on a much 
him of harboring one or more fugitives. The local W«hsr level-
police chief, the local postmaster and letter carriers , "Note. If an informant Is to travel outside of our; 
a campus security officer and a switch board opera- division and we go in an request payment of less 
tor at the college were engaged by the FBI to ass ist than $300 it CM be handled simply, while service 
in surveillance. payment can be requested later based on what Is, 
Other documents dealt with the recruitment of Produced." 
students by the Soviet intelligence services and how 
Classified Ads 
FOR bAi.i.: 19" B&W TV with stand, 
Km 109, Women's Wing. 
$123 
to counter It; checking the accounts of some unnamed 
organizations In the Philadelphia area and reports 
on meetings of these organizations; to discreetly 
investigate a conference of the War Heslsters Inter-
national which met at Ilarrford College, Pa.; a report 
on a person "known to be a Marxist Revolutionist, 
a type of person to be watched;" and a copy of a letter 
from an advisor of a group of Explorer Scouts from 
Moscow, Ida. to the Soviet Embassy In Washington, 
D.C., requesting travel information. 
The memo concerning the Explorer leader was 
followed up by the New York Times. The 32-year-old 
Explorer Scout leader "said that his/" letter contained 
nothing more subversive than the mention that his ment ceremonies will be 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., 
troop "would not travel Russia like bourgeoisie April 13 through 14; 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., April 16; 
tourists." He had no Idea how the FBI got hold of and 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., April 17 at the book-
the letter. store. C.-aduatlng seniors must wear caps and gowiu 
during commencement. 
FOl! SALE; '67 Ford Cortina, 4-dr, radio, 
new battery, good tiros. Call 293-4466. 
(laps & Gowns Measured 
Measurements for caps and gowns for commenco-
D a y t o n C o l l e g e 
Bookstore 
114 West 5th St 
FREE PARKING 
Jesus 
Has A Belter Idea 
Km mauel House 
Friday tt:30|>m 
I 08 Lawn view 
(off Irving Ave) 
PH 223-2313 
STUDENTS AND FACULTY! 
*Japk-vk>w--
AIR CONDITIONED 
APARTMENTS « TOWN HOUSE:". 
"gives good living a boos'..... never the rent" 
from 
$125.00 
short terms available 
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom 
Furnished or Unfurnished 
NEW 1 - 3 BEDROOMS 
• laundry Facilities 
• Separate dining room • Air conditioned 
• Plush carpet • Soft water 
• 1, 1-1/2, 2 baths • Balcony or Patio 
• Range, refrigerator, some dishwashers 
118 YELLOW SPRINGS 878-3973 
FAIR BORN, OHIO 
7 Minutes to Wright State 
Library Offers 
Important Notes 
The following Is a listing of miscellaneous and 
unconnected announcement? for The GUARDIAN from 
the Library Resource Center. 
1) Students—I.D. cards are ready. Please pick 
thsm up at the circulation desk of the library,. 
2) Ohio college catalogs are no longer behind 
the circulation desk. They have been moved to 
the shelf next to out-of-state college catalogs. They 
can be checked out overnight. 
3) In order to facilitate the shelving of books the 
LRC staff has placed a "Book Return Table" near 
tl 3 stairwell on the lower level of the library. When 
yoii pull a book from the shelf, please place It cn 
the "Book Return Table" when you've finished rather 
than re-shelvlng It yourself or leaving it on the study 
table. 
4) Reserve statistics—Many times the reserve 
book you need lias already been checked out. The 
circulation staff Is anxious to measure demand for 
particular reserves so that additional copies can be 
ordered. Therefore we are asking you to turn In 
the white charge card you fill out and do not use when 
the book is unavailable. This gives us the means 
to give you better service in the future. 
5) Art Exliibit—Student prints from Mi". Must's 
".'inter Quarter Graphic Arts classes are on dis-
play at the LRC, main level through April 14. Also 
on display are student drawings from Mr. Kadlsh's 
Life Drawing class. 
- FEMALE -
HELP WANTED 
Full or P a r i T i m e 
I an .Sian 
$ 9 5 
P e r W e e k 
START WORKING IMMEDIATELY 
Must Be 18 Years Or Over 
223-6854 
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Spring Peace Offensive To Begin 
BY HARRY BATTSON 
This spring, various activities stages In the behalf 
of peace will occur across the land and Indeed are 
already occurring. Mr. Nixon recently received a 
•etter signed by numerous collegiate newspaper editors 
and student body presidents accusing him at escal-
ating the war against the wishes of the American 
people and demanding that he end the blood shed 
and the human waste, both white and yellow. And 
on April 4, a national march to Washington, D.C. 
commence to bring to the President a peace treaty 
that comes 10,000 miles from Vietnam. 
On April 10, women defending the right to live 
will demonstrate on the steps of "the world's largest 
manufacturer of death"—the Pentagon. And on April 
19, thousands erf Vietnam war veterans are expected 
to march onto the Capitol's steps demonstrating their 
disaffection and wrath over the war policies of our 
government. 
May 1 will produce a celebration of peace as the 
long march reaches Washington and thousands of 
people amass on a hill overlooking the government. 
Similar demonstrations are planned in Paris, Lon-
don, Tokyo, and across the world In an international 
pledge to struggle to stop the war. May 3 is the date 
set for a "Stop the War or We Stop the Government" 
rally which will engender a non-violent dlstruptlng 
march through Washington in conjunction with mas-
sive sit-ins at the Pentagon, the Justice Department, 
the White House, and elsewhere. May 5 Is the day 
established for "No Business as Usual." 
The goal of all these actions Is three-fold: 1) 
Immediate and total withdrawal from Vietnam; 2) 
$6,500 minimum annual Income for a family of four; 
3) Free all political prisoners. And yet I have 
omitted one significant peace movement, that which 
shall occur on April 24, 1971, 
Sponsored by the National Peace Action Coali-
tion, an umbrella coalition of several hundred peace 
Whissen Visits West Indies 
BY D'CK SAY LOR 
Dr. Thomas Whissen, who recently attended a 
lecture in Guadelupe in the French West Indies, 
described his trip as "wild and wonderful." "I 
came at a time when the s t u d e n t s were demon-
strating because of some local sugar cane'cutters 
who were going on strike. This resulted In their 
going to jai l ." 
Dr. Whissen felt the campus activities were like 
any university in America. "In Guadelupe the black 
are the majority instead of being a minority and 
because of this the black students have little under-
standing of the plight of the American Negro." 
Dr. Whissen also stated that the students are very 
political. "Guadelupe Is a province of France and 
the conservative students are very, very French." 
He cited three movements of the political uprising: 
(1) Those Individuals who are devoted to France. 
(2) Those who want an autonomy form of govern-
ment or home rule (3) and Individuals who want 
complete separation from France. 
"They seemed extremely Interested in political 
writers of the U.S. and novels of a violent nature. 
Also they are very excited about forming their own 
West Indian literature." 
Dr. Whissen was promoted to Associate Professar 
during spring break and will assume that position 
sometime next September, 
THERE WAS EDEN 
A DRAMATIC COLLAGE OF 
MIME - PANTOMIME DANCE 
AND DRAMATIC READINGS 
BY 
groups, this demonstration will demand that the 
government "Bring all the trocps home r.owl" and 
"End the draft now!" Peaceful, massive demon-
strations will take place In Washington, D.C. and 
in San Francisco. Such groups as Uie Third World 
Task Force and the United Women's Contingent will 
be engaged in the marches that also have tho sanc-
tion of the Student Mobilization Committee. 
Debby Bustln, National Coordinator of the SMC, 
In announcing support for the April 24 marches, 
viewed the demonstration »s "a chance for students 
to march shoulder to shoulder with significant rep-
resentation froir labor, the Black communities, and 
GI's ." With 73 per cent of the American public 
With 73 per cent of the American public wanting 
out of the Vietnam war, only 34 per cent supporting 
Nlxon-s handling of the war, and a majority of the 
public believing that he regularly conceals or dis-
torts the truth about Vietnam, the march on April 24 
Intends to become a people's lobby speaking for the 
country, and speaking the rhetoric of dissent. 
Support for the day has been received from Sen-
ators McGovern (D-S. Dak.), Hartke D-lnd.), and 
Gravel (D-Alas.). Various individuals representing 
labor groups and other Institutions have similarly 
expressed their support. 
It only remains to be hoped that the people's lobby 
of April 24, and the other movements of the new 
spring offensive, will achieve a recognition, and a 
peace, that previous movements have failed to ac-
complish. 
Echoes From Eco-Action 
E a r t h W e e k P l a n s T a k e S h a p e 
Here comes Earth Week; 
1) Bins are beginning to show up around ca"-.pus 
for the collection of disposable glass to be recycled. 
Pleast put all glass In the bins rather than in your 
garbage at home. The paper need not be reir.oved 
but ar.y metal must be removed. A trailer owned by 
'"•co-Action will make an appoarance during Earth 
eek and old newspapers and magazines win be placed 
" 1 0 ^ recycled. The glass and paper recyclLig 
projects win be permanent projects of Eco-Actlon. 
2) During Earth Week, Eco-Actlon will be selling 
pine and spruce trees for 25 cents a piece. Plant a 
I-. CO-Act Ion tree ir, your yard Earth Week. 
3) Watch for "Wright State and You" on April 18. 
Channel'1- The program will herald In the Earth Week 
Activities. 
4) Help! Help! Help! Eco-Action needs film-makers! 
Eco-Action is making a film (environment oriented, 
of course) and we need people with ideas and petple 
with know how. Call ext. 888 or 836 or come to the 
Office of Environment Study, fourth floor Fawcett. 
5) Many local groups will have an exhibit at WSU 
during Earth Week, but we would really like to see 
some spirit rather than the usual lethargy among 
WSU studonts and Invite every club and/or uni-
versity orjanlzatio.. -o prepare an exhibit or display 
for Earth Wcsfc. •* your group Is one with Initiative 
and spunk, sho-v us during Earth Week. 
6) The Dayton Jaycees will hold an Earth Fair at 
Salem Mall on April 16, 17, 18. Soe flyer. 
NEWS BRIEFS 
Student Teachers: Apply Now! 
The Office of Laboratory Experiences, Division 
of Education, announces the availability of applica-
tions for student teaching and library practice for 
Fall Quarter. These may be picked up outside of 
Room 428E Mlllett Hall from March 29 through 
April 9. 
Cornple' d applications are to be returned In 
person, at which time there Is a brief interview 
to discuss placement possibilities. To avoid place-
ment delays, students are urged to please foUow 
the procedure outlined in the application. 
Beluiviorist Tcn.r Planned 
St. Cloud State College will again offer a course 
which will tour leading behavioral science attrac-
tions in Eastern United States. The 8 quarter hour 
course will run from Aug. 20 to Sept. 12. For 
additional information write Gerald C. Mertens, 
Psychology Department, St. Cloud State College, 
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301. 
Need A Summer Job? 
College students seeking summer jobs abroad will 
again lie aided by the Council on International Educa-
tional Exchange, which has a cooperative program 
with Britain, Ireland, Australia and New Zealand. 
The council's International student employment ser -
vice announced yesterday that for a $25 fee, applica-
tions may be made for Jobs on farms or In offices, 
hotels and factories. An additional fee of $20 Is 
made If Jobs are prearranged by the service, which 
has offlcos at 777 United Nations Plaza. 
The 27-year-old nonprofit organization gets work-
ing papers ana employment Information and gives 
job orientation when the students arrive abroad. It 
also arranges charter fllehts for them. 
coupon! 
NATALIE LOMBARD 
SUNDAY, APRIL 11 - 11 AM 
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH 
665 Salem Avenue 
SUNRISE CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST AT 10 AM 
Worshop Sunday, Monday and Tuesday Evenings 
• Beaver Vu Bowl 
| 3072 BeUbrook-Fairfield ltd j 
: O P E N B O W U N G : 
J This coupon good for ; 
• FREE SHOE RENTAL : 
" Tf 
Jack Foreman's Camera Center 
• • complete knowledge cf cameras 
• • complete repair facilities on the 
premises, 24 hour repair service 
• • use your STUDENT DISCOUNT 
No High Pressure Sales 
This Areas Premium Dealer With The Most To offer 
Springfield's Only earners Center 
8 S o u t h F o u n t a i n 
Springfield O 324-4171 
Black Perspective On Display 
Paintings, Jewelry and ceramics from a black 
perspective by noted Dayton artist Willis (Blng) 
Davis are now on display at Wngiit State Univer-
sity's Bolinga Black Cultural itesources Center. 
The exhibition features many three-dimensional 
works which the viewer can touch, stand on and 
with which he can otherwise Interact. 
Mr. Davis, art directo!.- and instructor for the 
l iving Arts Program, and a part-time faculty mem-
ber at WSU, has a long list of awards to his credit. 
He will be at the Center from 5 to 7 p.m. Thursday, 
April 8 for a public reception In his honor. 
The exhibition is (lien to the public at the Center 
through April 30 om 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Mondays 
through Thursdays, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Fridays and 9 a.m. 
to noon Saturdays. 
Enrollment Drop Near Normal 
Enrollment figures at all three branches of Wright 
State University are down 9.8 per cent this quarter 
from the Winter Quarter figures. A 10 per cent 
drop tietween quarters is generally expected; how-
ever, there was only a four per cent drop In students 
tietween the Fall and Winter Quarters. 
Total enrollment at all three- Wright State cam-
puses for the present Spring Quarter is 9,769 stu-
dents. Last quarter, the combined total was 10,833. 
The figure breaks down to 8,754 students on the 
main campus, 497 at Plqua Academic Center and 
641 at the Western Ohio Branch Campus In Cellna. 
SPRING WINTER FALL 
QUARTER '71 '70 
Total Campuses 9,769 10,833 11,175 
Main Campus 8,754 9,596 9,981 
Plqua 497 548 604 
Cellna 641 689 669 
Dayton Ballet Performs Here 
The WSU Artist and Lecture Series, headed by 
Dr. Selger, presented the Dayton BaUet Company 
in Oelman Hall Auditorium Monday, AprU 5th. Al-
though the floor of the auditorium Is not suited for 
such acts, the dancers did a great 
job in front of one of the largest 
crowds to attend the series. 
T'.ie Dayton Ballet Company Is made 
up of weU-disclplined high school 
students from the Dayton area. This 
non-profit company is In Its 34th 
season of performing in the Trl-
State area. They are known as one 
of the best In the country. The group 
performs nearly 70 performances 
each season. Their performance 
Monday was an Interesting display 
of four different works. Mr. Jon 
Rodrlquez, who along with Miss 
Bess Saylor serves as the group's 
associate director, explained each 
work and also gave a brief history 
of ballet. The dedicated members 
of the company put on an ii,*;;-!. ng 
performance which was enjoyable 
and Informative. 
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OPIAG March To Save The Earth Set For April 18 
Plans are now "full steam ahead" for the March 
to Save the Earth on April 18. The March, which 
Is sponsored by the Ohio Public Interest Action 
Group, will begin at 1 p.m. at the University of Day-
tan and continue for five miles, ending at Triangle 
Park. 
OPIAG members hope for a large turn-out of 
area high school students, as well as university 
students and concerned citizens. Each person par-
ticipating in the March is asked to approach an 
area merchant or neighbor to sponsor him on the 
March for $2 per mile. The $10 total will be donated 
to Ralph Nader's planned-for organization—the Ohio 
Public Interest Action Group. 
Jim Wolch, a Nader attorney, was in Dayton Tuesday 
and Wednesday and spoke at Wright State Univer-
sity, the University of Dayton and to several area 
high schools. O'Leary Auditorium at U.I). was ap-
proximately 2/3 full to hear Welch at 7:30 p..m. 
Tuesday. 
In his address, Welch stated that "you can only 
talk to people for so long about the different prob-
lems without offering solutions—and then they turn 
you off." 
Welch says Sader Is offering r. solution to Ohio's 
many pollution problems, but it will take thecoopera-
"Kxii The kin<f Depicts 
"Exit the King," a play by absurdist Eugene Ion-
esco, is the next choice of the Wright State Univer-
sity Departnent of Speech and Theatre. The play, 
which has been called "a groan at death, as well 
as a cheer for the delights of life," is the absurd-
ists' explanation of why they find the human condition 
appalling, and life, in spite of its pleasure, intol-
erable. 
The first half of "Exit the King" is a tongue-in-
cheek farce. The second lialf is straight tragedy as 
the foolish, carpet-slippered old monarch of the 
title starts dying with egotistical royal unwillingness. 
In the end, he accepts death as his democratic fate, 
lie is a human being finally stripped of all trappings 
except those of desparate mortal philosophy. 
Cast as the old monarch is Deem Reginald Bris-
tow, WSU student and graduate of Fairmont East 
High School. Playing his old, discarded wife, Queen 
Marguerite, is Eileen Marie Rlbbler, another East 
graduate, yueen Marie, the King's second wife, 
younger, tenderer and the favorite, Is portrayed by 
Sharon Jane Hallman, a graduate of Beavercreek 
High School. Kip Kookstool of Fairmont East is the 
doctor, "Royal Physician, Royal Executioner, Royal 
Biologist, Astrologer and Atomic Scientist." 
tion of Ohio's citizens to make It work. 
"What we're trying to do in this state is set an 
example for other states In the future. Ohio's cit-
izens have no one to speak for them. When laws are 
made, l a r g e companies and organizations hire 
$18,000-a-year attorneys to speak to the legis-
latures and write up counter-proposals, and the 
voice of the little man is lost among all the tech-
nical language." 
Nader is proposing that the people of Ohio raise 
enough money to set up a network of professional 
scientists, researchers, media people and community 
organizers across the state. The professionals will 
bo thoroughly acquainted with the technical language 
and methods that are needed to speak in the courts 
and before the legislature. 
The organization, he says, will be solely responsible 
to the citizens of Ohio and will make full public 
disclosures of their expenditures. 
The march is one way that area citizens will use 
to raise the needed money. At Triangle Park, the 
destination point of the march, an Art Show will be 
held, sponsored by Culture Renewal for Dayton. The 
$10 entry fee for all exhibitors will be donated to 
OPIAG. 
Other OPIAG members are explorlngthepossibility 
of paper and bottle drives, local cake sales and 
Absurdist \ iew Of Life 
Catherine Thorpe (West Carrollton High School) 
plays Juliette, Byron Hays (Wayne High) is the 
guard and chorus members are Anne Kathleen Fo-
garty, (Shawnee High School), Kathy Groth (Greenon 
High School), Marv Lawson (Northridge) and Dick 
Tracy (Vandalla Buler High). 
The play opens In a shabby thr Me room with the 
King wondering, "Why was I born if I am not to live 
forever"" His moldy standard-bearer loudly an-
nounces three court characters as they enter: ihe 
King's wife, Marguerite; hU second wife, Queen 
Marie; and the Royal Physiciar., The physician totters 
in and Inform" the King that, unfortunately, his death 
will occur "in one hour and forty minutes, a ' the 
end at the play." 
Indignant, the King bawls at nature from a palace 
window, tells the trees to grow gaster and the sun 
to halt, declares thai he Is immortal, then begins 
to stagger a:id to believe in 
Production dates for "Exit the King" are April 
30, May 1, 2, 6, 7, and 8. Curtain time Is 8:30 p.m. 
in the New Liberty Hall Theatre on National Rd. 
Advance reservcations may be made by calling 
42S-6C50, ext. 283. 
Student (>o\ermtietit Presents 
Grapevine Coffeehouse 
ilusrs(lu> 
April 8, I <>7 I 
8:00 - 11:30 
Lower Hearth Lounge 
STUDENT UNION 
INDIAN GUITAR MUSIC 
BY 
SCHRADA GHOSH 
!• rat Brings Stumpwater 
Alpha Zeta Chi Fraternity of Wright State Is pre-
senting a dance at the University Center Friday-
night, April 9. The dance, which begins at 9 o'clock, 
will feature one of Dayton's most popular groups. 
The Stumpwater, formerly known as the Stumps, will 
entertain until 1 a.m. Admission to the dance will be 
$1.70 for guys and $1.00 for girls. Beer will be only 
10 cents per glass. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
bazaars to raise money. 
The largest push in Ohio is slated for Earth Week, 
April 19 through 23. OPIAG groups across the- state 
wlil make their biggest drive during this week. 
F ollowing Earth Week, the money raised will be audited 
and the number d persons Ohio can afford to hire 
will be determined. 
It was planned by Nader that $1 million will be 
enough to hire three offices of professionals. Ap-
proximately 30 will work In the state capital, and two 
branch offices of 15 each will be set up to work from 
Cincinnati and Cleveland. If the $1 million goal is not 
reached, as many as j isslble will be lured. 
Ralph Nader will be In Dayton on Friday, April 
16, to tape a show with Phil Donahue of WLW-D, 
Channel 2. Other programs Involving OPIAG mem-
bers are scheduled on WKEF, Channel 22, at 4;S0 
p.m. April 11 and on WHIO, Channel 7, at 1:30 p.m. 
April 18. 
Contributions to the Ohio Public Interest Action 
Group are also accepted through the mail. The con-
tributions may lie sent to OPIAG, P. O. Box 182, 
West Carrollton, Ohio 45449. 
Graduation Hours Lowered 
"Th* system is ripping us off," came the cry 
of a Wright State student in The GUARDIAN office 
last Thursday. Bob Llebschutz, a graduating senior 
said that the Business Department Is cheating stu-
dents, who under the trl-semester had taken begin-
ning biology, out of three credit hours. (Biology 
under the quarter system is now a four hour course 
or a total of 12 credit hours on the calendar year,) 
He explained how the Department failed, after the 
changeover of systems, to lower the total graduation 
hours for those students from 183 to 186. And as 
a result to graduate thoso students must take an 
additional three credit hours that would have not 
been taken otherwise under the tri-seinester. He 
also added that he knows of a student right n».' 
who is doing this. 
Mrs. Ruth Bell, Chairman of the Petitions Com-
mittee and Program Affairs Committee of the Busi-
ness Department, voiced the policy of these com-
mittees, She explained that the Department has no 
blanket reduction of total hours, although under 
petition from a stutT t they will consider lowering 
his total hours. And in most cast"; the Department 
will grant a reduction of needed hours for graduation 
if the student is a "hardship case." A hardship 
case was outlined to be those seniors who have 
carried a normal load of 15 and 16 hours every 
quarter (and semester) during their entire academic 
career and who will have to carry, as a result of 
the three hours lost, an extra load of 19 to 20 
hours the final quarter. 
"Most students lave more than enough credits to 
graduate," said Mrs. Bell in defense of the De-
partment's "no blanket policy." However, she re -
Iterated again that students in need of those hours 
will be considered. 
In response to this problem. Dr. Brian Hutchlngs, 
Chairman of the Blo'.ogy Department put forth an-
other avenue of approach for students wishing a 
full hour credit for biology. They can petition the 
Biology Department. 
Meet Henry & Henrietta... 
the laugh riot oi the- ;ar. 
conifer Matthmi 
Elaine May 
A Hew Leaf" 
Friday-Sat 4 pm 6 - 8 10 pin 
Sunday 2 pm 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 pm 
Mon - Tues - 7:30 - 9 :30 
POOL ROOM OPEiil 
Monday - Friday 
9 am - 5 pm 
Cost 60C/Hour/Person 




Swithoki Bitter Blood Street 
Theatre 
"The Wright Stock Bands" 
April 16 
9 pm - I am 
TICKETS 
Single 
a<-'v $1.25 Door $1.75 
Couple 
adv $2.00 Door $3.00 
Discount 
On Wright Stuck Tickets 
75? OFF STUDENT TICKETS 
$1.00 OFF GUEST TICKETS 
2 0 0 G a l l o n s of B u t ' 
SPONSORED BY 
DORM GOVERNMENT 
& STUDENT SENATE 
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Phi Alpha Theta To Install WSU 
The Rho Sigma Chapter of the Phi Alpha Theta 
Society Is being established at Wright State University 
with the official installation of members to occur 
on April 24, 1971. The Sussex Room of the Holiday 
Inn In Falrborn has been tentatively reserved for 36 
people for the 7:30 p.m. gathering. 
The Installation Ceremonies will be presided over 
by Dr. l.ynn Turner of Otterbetn College and Dr. 
Martin Ridge, editor of the "Journal of American 
History," will the guest speaker. The Installation 
Ceremonies will cost each member a total of $19--
$!2 International Honor Society Installation Fee, $4.50 
dinner, $1.25 ceremonial red rose, and $1.25 dues for 
the year. Members may bring wives, husbands, or 
dates, but will be charged for the additional dinner. 
"If 28 to 30 people show up," commented Dr. Paul 
Mcstallworth, faculty advisor to the chapter, "it 
would be a wailing success, but if the 35 to 40 who 
have demonstrated their interest show up, it wi Id 
be one of the largest in the Buckeye State." 
Phi Alpha Theta Is International History Honors 
Society which Iwgan at the University of Arkansas 
on March 17, 1 >21. There are currently nearly 360 
Institutions in 15 sti les, Washington D.C., Canada, 
Puerto Rico, and the Philippine Islands. Its member-
ship is compose-: of students and professors selected 
on the basis of excellence in study or in writing 
History. 
The scholastic requii ements for ̂ undergraduates 
Joining the Society include liavlng 18 quarter hours in 
History with a 3.1 or better average for those courses, 
and a 3.0 for two-thirds of the remainder of the stu-
dent's classwork. For graduates, a 30 per cent com-
pletion of residence requirements for a Master's 
degree in History Is required In conjunction with a 
better than straight B average. Faculty members 
above the rank of Graduate Assistant qualify auto-












The Society has a $12 "once and done" inter-
national initiation fee, while the chapters may levy 
dues as seems proper. Rho Sigma Chapter's dues are 
currently $1.25 a year. Included in the Initiation foe 
of $12, however, Is a one-year subscription to 
"The Historian," a historical quarterly published by 
Phi Alplia Theta. This magazine ! open to mem-
bers for publication of results of studies and has the 
second largest circulation of all the historical maga-
zines In the United States. 
The objective of Phi Alpha Theta is the promotion 
of the study of History by the encouragement of 
research, good teaching, publication, andth< excnar.se 
of learning and thought among historians. To achieve 
this end, the Society sponsors blenrial conventions for 
Intellectual and social intercourse. Students are en-
couraged to present their papers. The Society pays 
60 to 70 per cent ..if the transportation cost of the 
delegates of all chapters to these conventions. The 
Society also presents programs at the annual meetings 
of the Historical Associations throughout tlu. country. 
The Wright State Chapter, as petitioners, attendee' 
the Ohio Regional Conference at Ohio State Univer-
sity. Susan Harsh presented the paper, "William 
James: The Philosophy of Possibil l t j ." She received 
the recognition of the Society for her endeavor. ======================================= 
1 0 Minutes to Wright State 
r*WiMKliiiaii 
•Piirk o-• « « • Apartments and 
Townhouses 
1, 2 and 3 Bedrooms 
Furnished or Unfurnished 
( from $125 
V 
WW Carpeting Balcontes-Patios 
Air Conditioning Tennis Courts 
Laundry Facilities Olympic Size Pool 
Range, Refrigerator, Some Dishwashers 
Some Short Terms Available 
WOODMAN DR AT ROUTE 35 
254-6122 
OPEN DAILY 9 - 7 S u n l - 6 Sat 9 - 6 
= === 
Trio Da Camera 
To Appear At WSU 
On April 14, 1971, the Artist and lecture Series 
will feature the New York Trio da Camera. The 8:00 
p.m. concert will be presented In Oelman Auditorium 
free of charge. 
The trio, accomplished Individual musicians, banded 
together three years ago for the purpose of exploring 
the chamber music repertoire. Paul Jordan performs 
on the recorder, but is also capable of playing the 
herpsichord and organ. He is the Director of Music 
at the United Church on the Green in New Haven 
Connecticut and has taught organ at Yale University. 
Grace Feldman plays the viola da gamba. She also 
appears with the New York Pro Musica Viol Concert 
and teaches at the New England Conservatory of 
Music and Welles ley College. Edmund Brewer, the 
founder of the group, performs on the harpsh hord. 
He recently taught harpsichord and organ at Columbia 
University, 
The compositions they render are those of such 
renowned musical composers as 'iach, Handel and 
Morley. 
Attention Marketing Students 
Norm Olson, student co-ordlnator for the American 
Marketing Association, Dayton branch, will be on 
campus to discuss with the marketing students at 
WSU an excellent opportunity to participate in a 
marketing project. 
The meeting will be in Room 235 Millett at 3:10 
p.m. on April 12. All marketing students are urged 
to attend. 
Chapter 
Alplia Phi Theta presents five Prize Paper Awards 
for members of the Society. The Dr. George Hammond 
Prize of $100 goes to the best paper presented by 
a graduate student. The other four prizes of $75 
each are awarded to the best papers submitted by 
either undergraduate or graduate students, although 
one prize Is reserved exclusively for an under-
graduate. These papers must be reconimets!-jd as 
belm; of high scholarly quality by the faculty advisor 
of the chapter to which the student belongs or by the 
chairman of the History Department at his uni-
versity. 
Five graduate scholarship awards are also offered 
by the Society. The Dr. A. F. Zimmerman Scholar-
ship presents $500 to a student member v ,«ring 
graduate school for > ork leading to an M.A. in His-
tory. The Dr. John I'ine Memorial Award for $300 
is awarded to a graduate student member for ad-
vance.! graduate study in History. The othe." three 
scholarships of $300 each are rendered to students 
entering graduate school or engaged in advanced 
graduate study In History. Members must apply to 
the National Secretary-Treasurer for the forms to 
be considered for the scholarships. 
Two Book Awards are biennially presented. The 
first for $500 is given to the best first book in His-
tory published by a member. The ether $500 gift 
Is awarded to the best book, excluding the first 
published by members. If the winning person is a 
member of an active chapter of Phi Alpha Theta, 
the History Pepartmant on that campus receives 
$100 for books for the library. 
Phi Alplia theta also maintains a placement bureau 
for which there is no charge. In this, the members 
available for college positions In the field of History 
are Invited to register with the National Secretary. 
Information is forwarded to any department chairman 
in the country who requests it but a confidential basis 
is maintained. 
In order to join the International Phi Alplia Theta 
Society, a petition had to be submitted. In this 
petition, a history of Wright State and Its plans for 
future development, a description of the campus and 
the student body, and a listing of the other honor 
societies already established on the campus were 
included. The signatures of Dr. Brage Goldlng, 
President of Wright State; William IWter Dean of 
the College of Liberal Arts; Bruce Lyon, Dean of 
Students; Eugene Cralne, Chairman of the Depart-
ment of History; and Paul McStallworth, faculty 
advisor; were submitted. Eight faculty members, 
including some Phi Alpha Theta members, and 20 
History students also sig-ied the petition. A history 
of each of the petitioning faculty members and stu-
dents was also required. 
For the April 24 Installation Ceremonies, the pay-
ment must be made by Friday, April i to Dr. Paul 
McStallworth. Any persons who feel they qualify 
and are Interested In joining the chapter as charter 
members are invited to contact Dr. McStallworth at 
483 Millett, or ext. 583. 
Second Presale - A p r i l 4-14 
$ 3 . 5 # fo r W S U S tuden ts $ 4 . 0 0 for guest 
(ID Required) (WSU Students may bring 3 guests) 
$ 6 . 0 0 f o r guest $ 5 . • • W S U S tuden t s 
EVERYONE MUST HAVE THEIR TICKET WITH THEM WHILE INSIDE THE FESTI 
. DON'T PAY JEWELERS 
T&0T% to 200% MARK-UP 
ON Y^UR ENGAGEMENT RINGS 
' • Buy from Collegiate Diamond Import- • 
ers , a company affiliated' with J(jhn 
, Roberts Class Rings . 
* The Highest Quality Diamonds at Stu-
•- dent Discount . 
• Compare our prices to local prices, 
: You'll be amaze^ 
ca\i Chuck Childers 
' ; at 256-0501 or 28^-0606 
^ lir catch-Chuck on Campus 
ChJck is a full time WSl" student 
THE GUARDIAN WEDNESDAY. APRIL 7, 1971 
Cool Spring Might Last AH Season For Inexperienced Raiders 
The temperature was in the lower forties as 
Wright State opened its game of the season against 
the University of Dayton. 
Karly in the opening Innings of the game, Wright 
State's lack of experience weighed heavilly against 
them. UD fielded a much more experienced and well 
balanced team. 
Mr. Donald Mohr, Director of Athletics commented 
on the rigorous schedule that is facing the Raiders 
and tlie games to come. "You have to start out by 
playing teams that have more experience. Out of 
the 2li players on the team, 16 are freshmen. It 
will just take time to get established, that's a l l ." 
Tin- final score was Wright State 1, University of 
Daytui 9. 
Intramural Softball Begins 
The intramural Softball season, despite the win-
ter chill, has gotten off to a good start . All games 
are being played on the soccer field and on the 
diamond by the Col. Glenn entrance. Sixteen teams 
entered the slow pitch league and eight teams are 
participating In the fast pitch league. In addition 
to this, there are seven teams made up entirely 
of girls. This will add glamour as well as Interest 
to the softball season. 
All faculty, staff, and students are urged to enter 
the golf au-1 tennis tournament by April 30th. Sign 
up In the intramural office as soon as possible. 
Complete Information on the tournaments will be 
available after the deadline date. 
TURN On To Spring 
WRIGHT STOCK'S REBORN! 
TICKETS 
